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Hayssen Flexible Systems to Showcase Form Fill Seal Systems 
at Expo Pack Mexico 2016 

 

DUNCAN, SC — May 6, 2016 — Hayssen Flexible Systems, which specializes in 
advanced flexible packaging technologies and services for the candy, nut, bakery, 
snack food, frozen food, fresh produce and cheese industries, will present its 
range of vertical and horizontal form/fill/seal packaging solutions in Booth #1722 
at Expo Pack Mexico 2016 from May 17-20.  
 
In particular, the company will highlight the LOGIC vffs bagger, integrated with 
Spee-Dee Auger feed system. The LOGIC, a premiere high-speed offering from 
Hayssen Flexible Systems’ Simionato brand, is ideal for a large range of bag 
shapes, including D-bag, quad, block bottom and pillow. The LOGIC features high-
speed intermittent motion with precise film control and a modular design for easy 
changeovers and future reconfigurations. Simionato offers complete packaging 
line solutions, and the LOGIC will be on display with live demos of integration with 
Auger infeed system. 
 
Also on display will be a Schib CO50 Top Reel flow wrapper. The Schib CO50 is a 
new generation horizontal flow wrapper suitable for a wide range of primary or 
secondary packaging applications. It offers compact construction, ergonomic 
and easy-to-clean design, as well as great flexibility and reliability. The machine 
comes with top or bottom unwind, speeds up to 200 ppm, 3-axis drive 
configuration and the choice of Rotary, D-Cam or long-dwell jaws.  
 
All attendees are invited to stop by Booth 1722 for these machine 
demonstrations and to learn about Hayssen Flexible Systems’ range of 
equipment, enhanced by the recent integration of Hayssen, Rose Forgrove, 
Sandiacre, Schib and Simionato brands. 

 
 

ABOUT HAYSSEN FLEXIBLE SYSTEMS 
Hayssen Flexible Systems specializes in advanced flexible packaging technologies and services for a broad range of markets worldwide and is a 
dominant player in the candy, nut, bakery, snack food, frozen food, fresh produce and cheese industries. From its U.S.-based packaging 
technology center and packaging laboratory, Hayssen Flexible Systems remains at the leading edge of technology in its field, developing new 
advancements in vertical and horizontal form/fill/seal packaging machinery, horizontal flow wrapping machinery and computer combination 
weighing technology. 

ABOUT BARRY-WEHMILLER 
Barry-Wehmiller is a diversified global supplier of engineering consulting and manufacturing technology for the packaging, corrugating, 
sheeting and paper converting industries. By blending people-centric leadership with disciplined operational strategies and purpose-driven 
growth, Barry-Wehmiller has become a $2.4 billion organization with 11,000-plus team members united by a common belief:  to use the power 
of business to build a better world. To see how, go to barry-wehmiller.com. 

 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
For additional information, please contact: 
Lacy Cooper, Global Marketing Coordinator 
lacy.cooper@hayssen.com 

http://www.barrywehmiller.com/home

